Terrain attributes are commonly used to explain the spatial variability of agronomic, pedologic, and hydrologic variables. The terrain attributes studied here (elevation, slope, aspect, and curvature) are estimated readily from digital elevation models (DEMs), but questions remain about how the accuracy and sample spacing of the elevation data affect the estimated attributes. The main objective of this study was to quantify differences in each terrain attribute due to factors affecting DEM accuracy and grid cell size. Three data sources were compared: 1) real-time kinematic GPS (RTKGPS); 2) satellite-differentially corrected GPS (DGPS); and 3) U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 30-m DEMs. GPS data from three undulating agricultural fields in northeastern Colorado were interpolated onto 5, 10, 20, and 30-m grid DEMs. DGPS and USGS DEMs produced similar elevation differences relative to RTKGPS DEMs, but elevation differences in USGS DEMs were more spatially correlated. Estimates of curvature were highly sensitive to DEM differences and the sensitivity of slope, aspect, and curvature estimates decreased as grid cell size increased. Impacts of DEM accuracy and grid cell size were illustrated using correlations between wheat grain yields and estimated terrain attributes. The highest correlation coefficients were obtained using Terrain attributes have been used widely to help explain the spatial variability in soil water (Zaslavsky and Sinai, 1981; Burt and Butcher, 1985; Moore et al., 1988; Tomer et al., 1994; Nyberg, 1996; Western et al., 1999), agronomic and pedologic variables (Moore et al., 1993; Bell et al., 1994; Odeh et al., 1994; Florinsky et al., 2002), and crop yields (Simmons et al., 1989; Halvorson and Doll, 1991; Yang et al., 1998; Kravchenko and Bullock, 2000; Kaspar et al. 2003; Green and Erskine, 2004). The terrain attributes studied here (elevation, slope, aspect, profile curvature, and plan curvature) characterize the land surface geometry and are fundamental to other derived terrain attributes. Moore et al. (1991) defined various primary terrain attributes and identified their significance in hydrologic processes (Table 1) .
The normalized measures of RMSD and bias show that differences in attribute estimations generally increased with higher order derivatives of the DEM, with profile curvatures being the most sensitive to the DEM data source (Table 4b ). On the South and West fields, the RMSDs in profile curvature from the 10-m DGPS DEMs were over 10 times the standard deviation of the RTKGPS-derived profile curvatures within each field.
This sensitivity of curvature estimation decreased with increasing grid cell size. With the exception of the normalized RMSD for plan curvature on the South field, absolute and normalized RMSDs for all attributes were less at 30-m grid cell size than at 10-m grid cell size (Table 4 ).
The differences in the estimated terrain attributes depend on the spatial distribution of the elevation differences. On the North field, the elevation RMSD for the USGS DEM was nearly twice as large as the RMSD for the 30-m DGPS DEM, but the USGS DEM yielded smaller differences in all other attributes (Table 4 ). Isotropic estimates of Moran's I (Moran, 1950) indicate that the spatial autocorrelations of elevation differences for the USGS DEMs were higher than for the DGPS DEMs (Table   4a ). For the USGS DEM on the North field, the 30-m separation Moran's I was 0.96 versus 0.45 for the DGPS data. Mapping the elevation differences relative to RTKGPS clearly shows this difference in spatial autocorrelation (Figure 4) . Holmes et al. (2000) also reported a high spatial autocorrelation of USGS DEM errors. The random nature of differences between RTKGPS and DGPS elevations produced a positive bias in slope estimates (Table 4 ) and a wider range of curvature values for DGPS-derived attributes. landscape variables (e.g., grain yield) from terrain-based modeling? These questions are addressed here using a combined analysis of the normalized RMSDs due to data source differences (Table 4 ) and the linear regressions of grain yields versus different terrain attributes (Table 8) . For example on the West field, r = 0.41 between wheat yield and profile curvature derived from RTKGPS data on a 30-m grid (Table 8 ). This correlation coefficient is reduced by 80% to 0.08 when relating these same yields to profile curvatures derived from DGPS data (Table 8) . A relatively high normalized RMSD of 6.78 is computed for these profile curvatures derived from DGPS data on the West field (Table 4b ). Figure 6 shows the percent reduction in the absolute value of r as a function of the normalized RMSD due to data source differences. Figure 6 includes only the cases where the absolute value of r exceeds 0.2 between yields and terrain attributes derived from RTKGPS, because changes in r when the absolute value of r is less than 0.2 (r Normalized RMSD % Reduction in Absolute Value of r
